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Articles …
Government warned not to present COVID measures as 'white and middle class' to protect BAME
communities. Read more ...
'It can’t be business as usual': the Nigerian frontrunner to be next WTO head. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala says
poorer nations have lost faith in trade body and Covid-19 is chance to prove its relevance. Read more ...
No one who has experienced food poverty would stand by and let it spread like this. Read more ...

Uighur Muslim teacher tells of forced sterilisation in Xinjiang. Chinese government threatened woman
when she resisted in move to suppress Muslim minority birth rates. Read more ...
Wolverhampton marks life of Windrush campaigner Paulette Wilson. Hundreds gather for funeral of highprofile, outspoken victim of government’s hostile environment. Read more ...
The chemical weapons warrior who has faced mortal danger in Syria, threats from Putin — and Novichok
in his hometown of Salisbury. On his missions against chemical weapons, Hamish de Bretton-Gordon has
seen children poisoned, faced down hostile border guards and received death threats. Read more …

Local news …
Dartmoor's bronze age burial site inspires community play. Hundreds of local people involved in production of play, Daughters of Sunset, inspired by 2011 discovery. Read more ...
Exeter is one of UK’s greenest cities, new research reveals. Read more ...
South West Heritage Trust has a vacancy for a Learning Officer responsible for developing and delivering
heritage learning sessions and resources, mainly to primary school pupils. Read more ...

Things to do …
Heritage Open Days 11th to 20th September. Details ...
Devon Open Studios 12th to 27th September. Details ...
Online course – History of Slavery in the Caribbean. Details ...

Videos and podcasts …
Ahmad the Architect: Rebuilding Schools in Northeast Nigeria. In the city of Maiduguri, an architect rebuilds schools in an attempt to counter the violence of Boko Haram. Watch ...

Campaigns …
Windrush Compensation Scheme - only 5% of the many people who have submitted claims have been
paid compensation. That’s why people are calling on the Government to introduce a 6-month deadline to
settle claims. Read more ...
An update on the Nestle Campaign - This video, made by cocoa farmers in Cote d’Ivoire, shows perfectly
how, within the Fairtrade system, farmers have a louder, stronger voice when dealing with big companies
like Nestle. Watch ...

Poem …
Colonisation in Reverse by Louise Bennett Read ...

